Captin Obvious
March 17, 2018 Brown Colt

ROM, 43 stakes winners, $11,856,786, incl. TARZANITO SI 102 (champion,
$401,407 [G1]), LOTTA BLUES MAN SI 94 ($935,399, Golden State Million
Fut. [G1]), POWERFUL FAVORITE SI 97 ($579,935 [G1]), LITTLE TALKS SI
94 ($563,897, Golden State Million Fut. [G1]), FLOKIE SI 96 (at 2, 2019,
$435,100 [G1]), FERNWEH SI 97 (at 2, 2019, $424,800, Ruidoso Fut. [G1]).

1st dam
SUMMERTIME QUICKIE SI 94, by Royal Quick Dash. 5 wins to 3, $108,243,
La Pacifica S., 2nd La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2], 3rd Aliso Viejo S.,
finalist in the PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity [G1], Los Alamitos Winter Derby
[G1], Southern California Derby [G1]. Dam of 19 living foals of racing age,
14 to race, 12 ROM, 10 winners, including--

FOOSE SI 102 (c. by Stel Corona). Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, 7 wins in 14
starts to 3, $1,616,938, Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], Los Alamitos Super
Derby [G1], Jens List California Breeders’ S. [R] [G3], 2nd Los Alamitos
Two Million Futurity [G1], Golden State Million Futurity [G1], Champion of

FLAY SI 95 (c. by Favorite Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $116,842, Calif. Breeders
Champ. [R] [G1], Dillingham S., 2nd James S. Smith Memorial S., 3rd First
Down Dash S., finalist in the Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1].

SUMMERTIME FAVORITE SI 93 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $66,723, 2nd
Autumn H. S., 3rd Robert Adair Kindergarten Futurity [G3].

ASYOUWISH SI 94 (f. by Separatist). 3 wins to 3, $39,130, 3rd California
Breeders Freshman S. [R], California Breeders’ Debutante S. [R],
finalist in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2]. Dam of--

MAKE A WISH FOR ME SI 89 (g. by Brookstone Bay). 3 wins to 3, $37,459,

Fontainebleau SI 106 (g. by Separatist). 5 wins to 8, $32,002.
Femme Fe Tell SI 84 (f. by Teller Cartel). Winner to 3, $6,655. Dam of--
Jentlemans James SI 92 (g. by Jesse James Jr). 4 wins to 6, 2019, $70,760.

2nd dam
SUMMERTIME HIGH SI 84, by On A High. Placed. Out of Summer Encounter
SI 89 (8 wins, $221,622, 2nd Rainbow Derby, 3rd Rainbow Futurity). Dam of
17 foals to race, 15 winners, including--

SUMMERTIME QUICKIE SI 94 (Royal Quick Dash). Stakes winner, above.
HIGH SCHOOL SECRETS SI 91. 5 wins to 5, $90,976, Dillingham S., etc.

HAWKINSION TIME SI 106. 7 wins to 7, $86,501, OQHRA Fall Classic S., etc.
SUMMERTIME FLY SI 100. 2 wins to 5, $180,883, 2nd Ed Burke Futurity [G1].

Runaway Tyme SI 96. 3 wins to 4, $118,888, 2nd Kindergarten Futurity [G1].

Regally Rare SI 102 (f. by Rare Form). Dam of AJS HIGH SI 106 ($854,238
[G1]), STRUTTIN HIGH SI 110 ($350,092 [R] [G3]), HIGH TIME TO FLY SI
89 ($76,279), Steakin Rare SI 107 ($120,388); granddam of STREAKS
OF IVORY SI 96 ($116,064), PAINTED DYNASTY SI 102 ($132,084).

Summertime Runaway SI 87. Dam of Painted Summer SI 98 ($120,629).
Summertime Dash SI 85 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner to 3, $10,050. Dam
of Bullet In The Gun SI 96 ($74,296).

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut.,
Golden State Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby

Cal-Bred; embryo transfer